Blue Sky Museums
Blue Sky Museums is an Arts&Heritage project established in 2020 during the
Covid-19 crisis, which invites artists working in all disciplines to create
unusual and ambitious project responses for some of the Meeting Point
museums that A&H has worked with since 2016. The project is an
opportunity for artists to engage in untethered idea development, without the
restrictions of practical delivery or limitation of a budget.

Museum: The Laurence Sterne Trust at Shandy Hall

Short History
In the 1760s, Shandy Hall in the village of Coxwold, was the home of
Laurence Sterne. He wrote 7 of the 9 volumes of The Life and Opinions of
Tristram Shandy, Gentleman and A Sentimental Journey while he lived there
and had an enviable reputation as a writer and preacher. Shandy Hall is a
rather grand title for the unassuming house that takes its name from the book
by Sterne, and although he only lived there for eight years, the house is now
synonymous with Sterne and Tristram Shandy.
The hall had a rich history long before Sterne took up residence. It was
originally known as ‘High Hall’; subsequently named ‘The Parsonage’ and
finally, after Sterne took up residence in 1760 it was named ‘Shandy Hall’. It
has continued to enjoy a chequered existence since Sterne’s death in 1768.

Shandy Hall is an Accredited Museum (No. 1580) and is owned by the
Laurence Sterne Trust, a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO
1181127). It contains a collection of books, paintings, manuscripts, prints
and ephemera relating to the writer. The collection of editions of Sterne’s
works (largely collected by Kenneth Monkman, the founder of the Trust) is
internationally recognised. Shandy Hall is open to the public on advertised
days during the summer and by appointment. Two acres of beautiful gardens
surround the building and are open to the public as a separate attraction.
Within the grounds there is a converted granary containing a gallery space on
the first floor and self-contained accommodation on the ground floor. The
outbuildings contain a shop selling second-hand books and small antiques,
and basic public facilities.
In 1759, to support his dean in a church squabble, Sterne wrote
(anonymously) A Political Romance (later called The History of a Good Warm
Watch-Coat), a Swiftian satire of dignitaries of the spiritual courts at York.
Under the instruction of the Archbishop of York the book was burned. Sterne
may have lost his chances for clerical advancement but he had discovered
his real talents; until the completion of this first work, "he hardly knew that he
could write at all, much less with humour so as to make his reader laugh".
Having discovered his talent, at the age of 46, he dedicated himself to writing
for the rest of his life. It was while living in the countryside, having failed in his
attempts to supplement his income as a farmer and struggling with
tuberculosis, that Sterne began work on his most famous novel, The Life and
Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman, the first volumes of which were
published in 1759. Sterne was at work on his celebrated comic novel during
the year that his mother died, his wife was seriously ill, and his daughter was
also taken ill with a fever. He wrote as fast as he possibly could, composing
the first eighteeen chapters between January and March 1759.
The publication of Tristram Shandy made Sterne famous in London and on
the continent. He was delighted by the attention, and spent part of each year
in London, being fêted as new volumes appeared. The striking portrait of
Sterne by Joshua Reynolds is in the National Portrait Gallery collection and is
arguably one of the finest in that collection.

Current Situation and Audience
Shandy Hall is run by one full-time employee and volunteers. The 2 acres of
gardens are managed by volunteers under supervision. It is a beautiful 15
century building that offers an informal and comfortable visitor experience.
Visitors are divided between those that know the work of Laurence Sterne
(50%) and are making a dedicated visit to see his house and collection, and
those who are attracted to visit by the website.
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The visitors to Shandy Hall vary from U3A groups to teachers of 18th century
literature and culture; from WI groups to American academics; from local
primary school children to Japanese college students; from historic house
enthusiasts to contemporary poets. The majority are interested in, or involved
in the study of, the printed word – from the casual reader to the student of
conceptual writing. Laurence Sterne’s approach to the telling of the story of
Tristram Shandy’s life is so unusual (and so entertaining) that he attracts a
wide range of supporters. Tours of the house attempt to reflect Sterne’s
approach and the visitor is invited (or sometimes challenged) to use their
imagination as well as being provided with information. The guided tours try
to develop the curiosity that has brought the visitor to Shandy Hall in the first
place. The church where Sterne preached is often included in tours.
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A destination for enthusiasts of Laurence Sterne and Tristram Shandy
A comfortable, informal visitor experience
Small, intimate property with a non-conformist identity and feel
Managed by dedicated Custodian (who lives in the house)

Meeting Point commission by Anne Vibeke Mou 2016, one of sixteen etched window
panes for Shandy Hall © Jonathan Turner

Other Resources
Museum website: https://www.laurencesternetrust.org.uk/
Original Meeting Point commission:
https://www.artsandheritage.org.uk/projects/shandy-hall/
blackpage73.blogspot.com
emblemofmywork169.blogspot.com
goodhumour.laurencesternetrust.org.uk

Blue Sky Museums response
We encourage artists working in all disciplines including writers, musicians,
filmmakers, craftmakers, architects, designers and performers to reflect upon
Laurence Sterne and his writing and in particular his unconventional
approach to writing and to life. “Tristram Shandy is the direct antecedent of
contemporary hypertextual and non-linear, convergent media experiments.”
We look forward to receiving your ideas.

